LEAGUE WARNS RIOTS MAY SPREAD; ASKS ACTION AGAINST RUMOR-MONGERS

Warning that "propaganda fire-bugs may try to set the flames of race riots in New York, New Jersey, Chicago, and other defense areas" has been issued by the Anti-Nazi League.

Implementing its warning, the League has (1) called upon FBI and other authorities to institute a sweeping investigation of activities of the Ku Klux Klan, National Workers' League of Detroit, George Deherrera, Anti-Negro propagandists, and others involved in the New World Service Conference at Clevea. (2) launched "Cut Out Cancer," a campaign aimed at warning workers of the spread of cancer.

Orgell and Kertess, League's Old Acquaintances, Finally On Way to Jail

Orgell and Kertess, two of those who generally have been among the leaders of the propaganda movement in this country over a period of years, but who had until now rather cleverly succeeded in keeping their activities under the radar, have been indicted.

He was preceded by the conclusion of the Ozawa-Deherrera Congressional Committee on Un-American Activities

In May, 1931, and as a result of the investigations conducted at that time, Congressman John W. McCormack, House Majority Leader, recommended that the Department of Justice proceed to demand signal and severe punishment of Oszawa, who had been booked as the chief of those rumors emanating from Washington, Michigan, and other areas.

In 1933, before the National Security Act, which became law in Germany, Orgell had established a headquarters in New York City, with a bookshop on East 116th Street.

His bookshop was turned over to the Anti-Nazi League for New York, and his office was turned over to the League's attorney, Victor Ridder, who is working for the League under the guidance of Mr. Herrold for the past year.

During this period, Orgell was working for Victor Ridder as a staff member of the Anti-Nazi League, as the leader of the German Section to which he had been appointed by Mr. Herrold.

With the assistance of Mr. Herrold, Orgell succeeded in establishing the Anti-Nazi League in New York, and his activities were successful.

In 1934, Orgell's activities were multiplied, and he was able to establish the Anti-Nazi League in other cities as well.

In 1935, Orgell succeeded in establishing the Anti-Nazi League in New York, and his activities were successful.

In 1936, Orgell succeeded in establishing the Anti-Nazi League in New York, and his activities were successful.

In 1937, Orgell succeeded in establishing the Anti-Nazi League in New York, and his activities were successful.

WAC Smear Campaign Plotted By Nazis

Recent stories and obviously "planted" stories have been circulating reflecting on the morals of the WACs, under the command of Colonel Oveta Culp Hobby, have caused the War Department no small concern.

In order to forestall unfavorable repercussions upon enlistment, the press, radio, and other public media have been instructed to consider the stories about German propaganda agents that are still working in this country.

Levy had an opportunity to spread malicious stories about this alleged corps of women. There is little doubt that some of the first of these rumors emanated from the "Brown House" headquarters of the Jewish Athletic Club of New York City, which is already being launched by Nazi factions here. Typical examples of these agents are Mr. Frank Evans,
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than did the right politicians who lost a few years ago — because these right politicians did not have the power to influence the foreign flag to mitigate their own foreign policies.

We highly applaud Mr. Biddle's determination to stop the trade between us and the Nazi countries. It is a step in the direction of curtailing the mercantile influence of these countries, by the United States. The right politicians did not have the power to influence the foreign flag to mitigate their own foreign policies.

The radio broadcasts from London, in French, helped to create the atmosphere of resistance in France. Almost all the French people listened to these broadcasts, which spread the news of the resistance movements and of the expected invasion. The radio broadcasts from London were not only one of the many means of communication, but also of instruction for the French people. As the radio broadcasts from London were not only one of the many means of communication, but also of instruction for the French people.

UNITY FIRST ESSENTIAL

I could not observe the situation of the French in the North African countries, but I was sure that the situation of the French in the North African countries was only one of the many means of communication, but also of instruction for the French people.

The underground movements will be of great help to us, in the world, on the military and civilian fronts.

FRENCH PEOPLE WITH US

The following incident will prove how far the French people were prepared to fight for freedom. One day he came to say goodbye and told me that he was leaving the South of France for a job in Marseilles. The word was passed on to the French people, and they were not divided. They were not divided.

It is well-known how much effort the Germans put into creating their underground organizations all over the world—and, in France, they were divided. They were divided.

This is the second in a series of three articles by Mr. Michel, the last of which will appear in our next issue. Next week, covering the action against stain, in the face of international reaction.
"The Main Job Is Still Ahead of Us"

“Appeasement Wrong Road to Freedom” - Celler

From the address of Congressman J. William Celler:

The United States has a stake in Africa, a powerful one. We have a direct responsibility toward it. It is our concern as a world power to do our part to prevent the spread of Naziism in the world. We must seek the solution of the great problem of the free people of the world. We must seek the solution of the problem of the free people in Africa. We must seek the solution of the problem of the free people in Asia. We must seek the solution of the problem of the free people in the Middle East. We must seek the solution of the problem of the free people in Europe. We must seek the solution of the problem of the free people in the Americas. We must seek the solution of the problem of the free people in the world.

Keynote of 1943 Conference League Council of Organizations

The necessity for citizens' action as well as action by the armed forces, to assure real victory, was the theme marking the Annual Conference of the Anti-Nazi League of New York's Organizations, held at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

The 1943 Conference brought together the largest body of delegates ever assembled by the League's New York Council, which numbers affiliates among all types of civic, labor, fraternal, trade and religious bodies.
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**"Applesee Armed Wrong Road" -- Celler**
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democracy must be fought on a democratic basis if its victory is to be

The report of the Resolutions Committee was presented by Julius L. Goldstein, and the most important of the Committee's recommen-
dations, as voted by the Conference, are printed elsewhere on these pages.

In presenting the resolutions, Mr. Goldstein declared, "We are now in the middle of the stream. All the work that we have done before will go for naught unless we do the right thing now, and, besides, if we fail now, we shall be swept away utterly. Never before, since the League's incorporation in 1913, has it been more vitally essential for every one of us to assure our active participation in this work as a grave and compelling obligation."

William Green, Chairman of the New York City Committee of the American Federation of Labor and ADDRESSING OFFICER AT THE CONFERENCE, in his opening address said: "It would be red and, if we here at home did not have confidence in our troops. Yet, how infinitely more dangerous it would be if we permitted our troops to lose confidence in us."

"If our hostages are to be preserved, Nationalism must be destroyed. If Nationalism is to be destroyed, the American traitors in our midst must be ferreted out and their exposure completed. All acts, all acts, must those unreasonable elements which strike at our very vital be exposed and enqu.

The fate of our country and the liberty-loving world is at stake. It is up to us, here at the home front, as well as to the men in the armed forces, to join in this fight. Victory in the world depends not only on the devastation and destruction of our troops at the front but also upon the sincerity and the wholeheartedness of the support which they receive at home."

"The kind of life, which is our heritage, and the decisions which are made by our" heritage, can be published only in a world where its people are not kept in constant fear. To overlook that is to return the world to the dark ages. This is a war for the American way of life, greater liberties and freedoms."

"The war for freedom which we are fighting in America when we try to combat discrimination and propaganda that would divide us on racial or religious lines is an important part of the battle for freedom which the members of the United Nations are fighting all over the world. It is my hope that every organization which will keep up its part in this great effort."

Lawrence W. Cranmer, Executive Director of the Committee of Fair Employment Practices.


**Unity America's Dynamic** -- Rivers
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Fashion their post-war land.

The facts, quality and omission of the article which the British deployed in the Battle of Britain and since has thereby been made possible by their pride of race and national pride.

"He is an Englishman," is a concept which has grown greater every Englishman.

If the Germans are tied together and inspired supreme sacristy by the brotherhood of race, the Jews are interpreted by the brotherhood of race and by a shared scene in a definite mission, if the English are united by their united pride and devotion to England, the Americans remain to be inspired by the pride and genius of the American people, do all American citizens unite? Certainly America can't have race as the meaning of the native existence, and the dynamic of supreme war effort, or the goal of the post-war life. And the simple history is not that of racial conflict, but rather that of racial consciousness. Certainly America has always envied the British struggle for the Galilee or the Middle East.

If America attempted to make room for itself in the national heritage but was faced to that of policy makers and curators, there is no single racial strain.

League Reaffirms Economic Boycott: States War-Time Policy

The Anti-Nazi League has received from dealers holding stocks of German-made goods, as well as from patriotic consumers seeking advice, many inquiries as to how the sale of such articles should be handled. Those that can be disposed of can be sold in this country, but those that cannot be disposed of must be exported.

Where such articles must be used to meet actual necessities of war, they will be used. But when the situation arises, it would be in the best personal interests of the country to avoid the use of any German-made goods. Exports of these goods should not be encouraged and should not be purchased in this country.

The concept of "American Citizenship" is vital to the American way of life. It is the dynamic of the American economy and is devoid of a national heritage. The Anti-Nazi League, while aiding the victims, has been conducting a campaign to de-emphasize discrimination because of race, creed, color, etc., and to emphasize the fact that every American is a "white man".

Certainly America can't have race as the meaning of the native existence, and the dynamic of supreme war effort, or the goal of the post-war life. And the simple history is not that of racial conflict, but rather that of racial consciousness. Certainly America has always envied the British struggle for the Galilee or the Middle East.

The Anti-Nazi League's Executive Committee, to date the League has had no effect in this country, but it is time to realize that the League's boycotts are no longer effective. The League has been conducting a campaign to de-emphasize discrimination because of race, creed, color, etc., and to emphasize the fact that every American is a "white man".

Lynch Law for Long Island

While apparently the virus of lynching is now operating wide ground in most cases, in one area it is spreading. The Oyster Bay (Long Island) case of a negro, Negro "criminals" referred to in the United States Employment Service. The USES, of course, operates under Federal regulations, which rigidly prohibit discrimination in referring applicants to jobs. What prospective employers do to a prospective applicant, whether he be a negro or a white man, is the decision of the employer. If an employer refuses to hire a negro, he is not making a hiring decision on the negro, but on the negro's qualifications.

The Anti-Nazi League has received a number of requests for information on the "Nordic" to the German and "Nipponese" to the Japanese. The League has been conducting a campaign to de-emphasize discrimination because of race, creed, color, etc., and to emphasize the fact that every American is a "white man".

Copyright © 1943 by the United States Employment Service. All rights reserved.
League Fights Racial Bar In Public Housing

New York has been very proud of the progress of the Stuyvesant Town housing project as a good-sized part of bringing the fruits of victory nearer home in terms of better housing, and to provide employment for returning soldiers. The $10,000,000 plan of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company along with extensive grants from New York, Connecticut, and the Federal Government, when it was discovered that the Metropolitan Company would not provide any public or public-aided housing, for which it was paid $3,000,000. The Anti-Nazi League, therefore, formed the project, in a spirit of cooperation with the city government, and was instrumental in getting the public to finance the establishment of public or public-aided housing in New York.

In the spring of 1941, the League declared:

"This project has been presented to the Board of Estimate as one of the first results of victory in a war to bring new friends to every people. To allow the sponsors of the project to follow the discrimination practiced in other cities... which have announced that they will not give the administration of the project to the anti-Nazi League, to bring new friends in a matter of public benefit... is not fairest to all those who have given so much for the cause of the Allies."

The Board of Estimate, to whom this whole aspect of the matter came as a last-minute surprise, set up a Joint committee of representatives of the Public Health, Public Welfare, Housing, and Finance departments, and also of the League, the United States Chamber of Commerce, the National Housing Administration, the National Housing Conference, and the National Industrial Conference.

WAC Smear

Who wrote and printed thousands of copies of the leaflet "Hitler Lies" (Pabst, Hiltz, and other similar phrases)? Who gave it away to young people? The League is in New York, and we have no idea where the rest of the copies were distributed. The only one who has any idea is the National Security Council. His information is that the League distributed 15,000 copies of this pamphlet, and he has no idea where they were distributed. We do not believe this information, and we do not believe the National Security Council has any idea where the copy was distributed.

The only information we have is that the League distributed 15,000 copies of this pamphlet, and they were distributed in New York City.

Orgell

Organization for the National Capital and the Women's Auxiliary to the National Capital. In 1934, Orgell was listed on the Roll of the Women's Auxiliary to the National Capital. He was a member of the National Auxiliary Committee of the League for the Advancement of Labor, and a member of the National Auxiliary Committee of the League for the Advancement of Labor through the Early Days of Silver Shirts.

Orgell announced his activities as a director of the Women's Auxiliary to the National Capital, a front for Nazi sympathizers and proponents of anti-communism. In the German press, he was referred to as the "American Anti-Nazi League." In 1934, Orgell was listed on the Roll of the Women's Auxiliary to the National Capital. He was a member of the National Auxiliary Committee of the League for the Advancement of Labor, and a member of the National Auxiliary Committee of the League for the Advancement of Labor through the Early Days of Silver Shirts.

munition's are not to be released in the future. The Anti-Nazi League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions.

The Anti-Nazi League has also announced that they will not support the release of munitions. The League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions. The League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions.

It is important to note that the League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions. The League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions. The League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions.

It is important to note that the League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions. The League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions. The League has announced that they will not support the release of munitions.
How Hitler's official propagandists tried to use anti-Semitism as a weapon against Roosevelt three years before Pearl Harbor.

The Anti-Nazi League charges that the same kind of anti-Semitic "smear" campaign, couched in words that would appeal to people of many nationalities, is being used simultaneously in Paris, New York, Germany, and elsewhere throughout the world, wherever the Nazis thought they could plant their virus.

These illustrations show how the German propagandist Fleischhauer and one of his American collaborators, Edmondson, planned and carried out an international propaganda plot against the President of the United States.

The Anti-Nazi League charges that the same kind of motives and the same kind of a plot are behind much of the propaganda now being spread over the United States, making use of anti-Semitic material to "split" our Commander-in-Chief and the heads of government agencies and to spread disloyalty and suspicion among our soldiers by spreading lies and half-truths on the home front to do our part in winning the war. This kind of "smear" has been used in many instances to mislead our soldiers and to cause them to lose confidence in their leaders.

Here are three facts about the damaging documents shown above:

At (1) is the cover page of Fleischhauer's "World-Service" issue published at Erfurt, Germany, November 15, 1939. This "Charter" features an article "Roosevelt Rules America." The Eisenhower's Four Points for Peace is edited by Fleischhauer's conclusion from his false "genealogical" researches is that this alleged Roosevelt ancestry "explains, as a strong assumption to the intention of the Americanization (i.e., Germany and Japan)" and also "explains the strong tendency toward Communism, observable in the American form of government."

The use of the same kind of "World-Service" shown at (1) and (2) contains advertisements of "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion" of World Jewish Propaganda Bureau, edited by Good and other propagandists. See document (6), above. A special section of the French, LA LIBRE PAROLE was directed toward building Nazi strength in North Africa.

The front page to the American reader because apparent the same old material is being published again to win the hearts and minds of the American public, especially among those who are most susceptible to its appeals. The ANTI-NAZI BULLETIN publishes these documents to its readers because apparent the same old material is being published again to win the hearts and minds of the American public, especially among those who are most susceptible to its appeals.

For example, at (5), the front page of LA LIBRE PAROLE, printed in Antwerp, Belgium, January 28, 1939, which devotes its entire front page to the Eisenhower and Fleischhauer "charter" and to a choice collection of lying anti-Roosevelt propaganda, couched in words that would appeal to people of menstrual Belgium and Holland. Also shown above at (3) is a page of LA LIBRE PAROLE, pro-Nazi French language organ, printed almost simultaneously in Paris which devoted its entire front page to January 30, 1941 to the same material. How closely all these Nazi propaganda publications in the United States, France, Holland, Germany, and elsewhere, follow exactly the same original, can be seen from the fact that the Roosevelt "charter" is reproduced in every place where it appears above, seems to have been photographed from a single master copy, as shown by certain small markings visible along the top margin of every one of the copies.